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UGCenter.com Delivers Shale Plays Market Analysis 

Houston, Texas (September 15, 2015) –The Unconventional Oil and Gas Center, known as 

UGCenter.com, offers a new feature: Heard in the Field. Subscribers to UGCenter.com can read these 

executive summaries, published twice weekly, with quantitative results and anecdotal comments.  It’s a 

composite of real-time surveys from service providers and E&P companies.   

 

Heard in the Field appears as a special section on the homepage of UGCenter.com, an exclusive 

subscription website that details unconventional-resource exploration and production. The business tool 

is presented by the award-winning editors of Hart Energy's Oil and Gas Investor magazine.  

 

These assessments cover pressure pumping, downhole completions, land drilling, and well servicing 

activity. The analysis provides insight into pricing, activity drivers, current practices, and near-term 

outlooks. 

 

Recent Headlines 

Rates For Tier I Rigs Drop Below $18,000 

Marketshare Fight Underway For Pressure Pumpers 

Proppant Volume Tops 300,000 Pounds Per Stage 

Each quarter, surveys rotate through major unconventional oil and natural gas plays: Eagle Ford, 

Permian Basin, Bakken, Marcellus (Appalachian Basin), and Midcontinent. Reports from the 

predominately dry gas basins, such as the Barnett, Haynesville, and others are also included. 

 

About UGCenter.com  

The Unconventional Oil & Gas center is the industry’s most accessible repository of information on 

unconventional gas and oil exploration, development and economics. The subscription website offers 

technical and financial intelligence for smart investment and operational decisions. It is a digital 

information channel, hosted by Hart Energy.  

 

About Hart Energy 

For more than 40 years, Hart Energy editors and experts have delivered market-leading insights to 

investors and energy industry professionals. The Houston-based company produces magazines, online 

news and data services, industry conferences, GIS data sets and mapping solutions, as well as a range 

of research and consulting services.  For information, visit hartenergy.com. 
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